
TOM FORD
In April 2005, Tom Ford announced the creation of the TOM FORD brand. 
Ford was joined in this venture by former Gucci Group President and 
Chief Executive Officer Domenico De Sole, who serves as Chairman 
of the company. In that same year, Ford announced his partnership with 
Marcolin to produce and distribute optical frames and sunglasses, as well 
as an alliance with Estee Lauder to create the TOM FORD beauty brand. 
In April 2007, Ford’s first directly owned flagship store opened in New 
York on Madison Avenue, coinciding with the debut of the TOM FORD 
Menswear and Accessory collections. In September 2010, during an 
intimate presentation at his Madison Avenue flagship, Ford presented his 
much-anticipated Womenswear collection.  In February 2018, he showed 
TOM FORD Timepieces and Underwear collection for the first time, on 
the runway. Today, the brand offers a complete collection of Menswear, 
Womenswear, Accessories, Eyewear, Beauty, Underwear and Timepieces.  
There are over 100 freestanding TOM FORD stores and shop-in-shops 
in locations including London, Milan, Munich, New York, Toronto, Beverly 
Hills, Osaka, Atlanta, Las Vegas, Chicago, Miami, Tokyo, Seoul, Paris, Hong 
Kong, Shanghai, New Delhi, Macau, Chengdu, Xi’an, Beijing, Doha, Riyadh 
and Sydney. 

SOPHISTICATED AND SIGNATURE:
NEW WRAPAROUND STYLES FROM
TOM FORD EYEWEAR 
TOM FORD’s new, luxe wraparound sunglasses are among the Eyewear collection’s boldest 
statements. Overall, the styles share a sense of drama, radiating “notice me” allure. Yet each 
design does so with its own highly distinctive look. 
 
A narrow front and thick temples characterize the Corey frame. Its size and horizontal silhouette 
allude to 1970s cool while retaining a fully contemporary attitude.
 
The Brianna women’s sunglass style flaunts audacious vintage charm. The demonstrative, 1950s 
cat-eye shape curves into modernity with wide, chunky temples for a witty take on chic. 
 
The Clint-02 unisex frame features an injected plastic mask with thin rims and the brand’s iconic 
metal T at the temple. That combination telegraphs both power and restraint, the essence of 
urbane style. 
 
 TOM FORD Eyewear is designed, produced, and distributed worldwide by Marcolin and is sold at 
selected opticians and Tom Ford boutiques.

MARCOLIN
Marcolin is a worldwide leading group in the eyewear industry founded in 
1961 in the heart of the Veneto district, Italy. It stands out for the unique 
ability to combine craftsmanship with advanced technologies through the 
constant pursuit of excellence and continuous innovation. The portfolio 
includes proprietary brands (WEB EYEWEAR), as well as more than twenty 
licensed brands: TOM FORD, Guess, adidas Sport, adidas Originals, Max 
Mara, Moncler, Zegna, GCDS, MAX&Co., Sportmax, Barton Perreira, Tod’s, 
Bally, Pucci, BMW, Kenneth Cole, Timberland, GANT, Harley-Davidson, 
Marciano, Skechers and Candie’s. Through its own direct network and 
global partners, Marcolin distributes its products in more than 125 countries. 
At the end of 2022, Marcolin Group counted about 2,000 employees and net 
sales of €547.4 million.
www.marcolin.com

FT1066 Clint-02
Urbane unisex style featuring an oversized, edgy mask with a bold wraparound effect and slim 
temples.

FT1065 Brianna
Flamboyant cat-eye style with chunky temples, pronounced wraparound effect and feisty vintage 
allure.  

FT1064 Corey
Unisex frame with 1970s-inspired proportions featuring a narrow front and bold temples for a cool 
wraparound effect.

http://www.marcolin.com

